Hard Work with a Full Heart

On being a (quiet) professional advisor
Reflection 1:

*How does mission first fit into your advising practice?*
Reflection 2:

*When you hear* hard work with a full heart, *what comes to mind related to your practice?*
Reflection 3:
Think about the spaces you inhabit & the people around you.

● *Who are people who tout their experience?*
● *Who do you know that leads through wisdom?*
Reflection 4: Think back to a time where you thought you had the solution to a problem and found the problem was far more complex.

- *What did you learn?*
Reflection 5: What learning and growth opportunities have been the most beneficial for your advising practice? How can you seek them more often?
Reflection 6:

*When you think about your advising practice, your craft, what are the aspects you hold sacred?*

*Where do you cut corners? Why?*
Reflection 7:

When was the last time you had to “embrace the suck?”
What did you learn?
Reflection 8:

*What are you grateful for as an advisor? Why?*